Presents
Cymtec Sentry® is the market-leading network tool for OPTIMIZING
PERFORMANCE of REMOTE, BRANCH and SMALL OFFICE NETWORKS.

Visibility, Diagnostics and Control for Remote,
Branch and Distributed networks.
Featuring - Complete Bundled Cymtec Sentry Package - Only $2,995
Supports 10Mbps throughput connections — 25 concurrent user license
Contact Mike Solomon at PacketRight Technologies to take advantage of this offer!

Trusted by Industry Leaders
Highlighted Cymtec Sentry
Customers »

Schedule a WebEx Demo
Send Request »

Request an Evaluation Unit
Combining functionality that brings together TRAFFIC VISIBILITY, WEB ENFORCEMENT, BANDWIDTH
SHAPING and network THREAT CONTAINMENT in one appliance, Cymtec Sentry delivers all of the tools
necessary to better manage, remotely troubleshoot and optimize performance for multi-site networks.

Cymtec Sentry Features:

Send Request »

Simple interface, powerful
visibility, robust reporting

Traffic Visibility—Cymtec Sentry allows for real-time traffic and bandwidth consumption
analysis, accessed locally through an appliance in remote and branch offices without the need
to pull large amounts of management data back to headquarters across the network.
Web Enforcement/User Control—this feature includes enterprise-class URL/web filtering
through the McAfee SmartFilter Enterprise Engine, as well as centralized control over
bandwidth intensive applications, Instant Messaging, P2P/file sharing, iTunes®, web mail and
many more.
Bandwidth Shaping—location-specific prioritization and allocation of bandwidth, ensures
critical traffic and applications the service they need to perform. Acting as a surgical tool to
compliment the traditional QoS on the WAN layer and WAN acceleration, Cymtec Sentry
combines both optimization of the local traffic with the visibility necessary to ensure that the
rules are having the desired results.
Network Threat Containment—utilizing the Webroot SpySweeper engine to scan all
inbound/outbound traffic, Cymtec Sentry isolates propagating threats such as Spyware,
malware, BotNet and worm activity, especially in office-to-office infection scenarios. Cymtec
Sentry focuses on mitigating risk, complementing traditional security layers such as firewall,
UTM, anti-virus and others,

View sample screenshots

Featuring - Complete Bundled Cymtec Sentry Package - Only $2,995
Supports 10Mbps throughput connections — 25 concurrent user license
Contact Mike Solomon at PacketRight Technologies for a free demonstration!
Learn more about Cymtec Sentry on our website.
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